Division 2-24

Request:

Provide a detailed organizational chart depicting the PPL management team chain of command which the Narragansett personnel will report as described in Mr. Sobolewski’s testimony (at 17:1-3).

Response:

At the current time PPL is still in the process of preparing a detailed organizational chart depicting the PPL management team chain of command. However, PPL has announced its leadership team for Narragansett effective upon regulatory approval and closing. Those positions are as follows.

- David J. Bonenberger will become President.
- Michele Leone will become vice president, Gas Operations.
- Alan LaBarre will become senior director, Electric Operations.
- Kristin DeSousa will become senior director, Customer Services.
- Brian Schuster will become, director, Regulatory and Government Affairs.
- Kate Hearns will become director, Finance.
- Kathy Moar will become manager, Human Resources.
- Mary Smith will become senior executive assistant.

The identification and transfer of employees that will transition on Day 1 is continuing to be developed.

Supplemental Response:

PPL and PPL RI refer to Attachment PPL-DIV 1-54-1 for additional information responsive to this request.